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ABSTRACT

Technology-enhanced learning as one of the EU research priorities is focused on "how information and communication technologies can be used to support learning and teaching". However, such “definition” is too much general, so, mostly technology-driven approaches are prevailing in the practice, which do not take enough in consideration didactic aspects of knowledge processing, and that teaching processes are related to mental processes of individuals. In addition, there are many open questions, especially “what is knowledge”, “what is knowledge representation”. An interdisciplinary definition of knowledge is missing, despite the fact that teaching processes are knowledge based. Within a long-term participatory action research on TEL when teaching bachelors, a strategy of automation of teaching processes was evolved. This seem to be a crucial point for solving any personalized computer support of teacher and students. Because these processes are primarily uncertain, or unstructured, it was found, that to make these processes better computerizable, a unification both teaching and informatics processes is needed.

In this context, the knowledge processing is based on an idea of “virtual knowledge unit” (as a part of patent application, 2014). For this purpose, an in-house software has been developed that enables individuals to perform a “batch knowledge processing paradigm” in order to process a large amount of knowledge in natural language on their personal computers, university’s cloud and servers. This paper deals with a specific approach to automation of teaching processes based on the knowledge processing.
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1 Introduction

Research on Technology-enhanced Learning (TEL) belonged to the priorities under the European Union's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). According to European research, TEL investigates "how information and communication technologies can be used to support learning, teaching, and the development of competence throughout one’s life" [1]. For example, the latest calls was focused on Educational Data Mining and Learning Analytics issues.

A participatory action research on TEL (PAR) was at the beginning mostly empirical. It was based on a simply idea to support by computer whatever is needed in classrooms when teaching bachelors students. The PAR focus was especially on personalized support of teacher as a key player within teaching processes, and step by step was transformed on systematic research on TEL. This research can be characterized by
the developing phases: (i) e-Learning, (ii) technology-driven approach, (iii) educational (didactic)-driven approach, and (iv) the well balanced combined technology-educational driven approach (more details can be found in [2-5]. During this period the faculty participated as well on research EU FP7 project proposals KEPLER (2007, focus was on system of keywords and ontology linking WEB-libraries with teaching processes), L3Pulse (2013, focus was on how to link knowledge flow within teaching processes to learning analytics). Actually, within PanEUlangNet proposal for the first Horizon 2020 call ICT 17 (the cracking language barriers) the focus was on “embedding a human factor into automated machine translation system”.

To better understand this paper, it should be mentioned that when comparing the mentioned empirical research approach to personalized computer support with existing approaches, these key problems were found:

- such research approach is considered on American and European universities as “participatory action research”, i.e. when a teacher explores technology for his own targets and teaching activities [6], however, moreover, in our case the researcher design his own technology (he writes programming codes for database applications)
- reviewers, evaluators or opponents consider the developed “batch information and knowledge paradigm” (as a TEL’s method), the in-house software BIKE / WPad (as TEL’s tool), and created TEL-system for a complex issue of several areas of Computer Science (e.g., knowledge management, soft computing, natural language processing, human computer interaction, text mining,...) - so, the BIKE seems to be an all-in-one software (something like an “empty knowledge based system”)
- BIKE - Batch Information and Knowledge Editor/Environment; WPad-Writing Pad
- The research approach is different from state-of-the-art in the view of the abstraction of knowledge, knowledge representation, and knowledge processing in connection to support mental processes of teacher (individuals) within teaching processes. This resulted in formulation of a virtual knowledge unit which could be understandable both by humans and computers without a need to design machine readable schemas and use knowledge representation languages (e.g. RDFs, OWL). This idea is a part of application submitted on Slovak Patent Office (4/2014).

In this context, the actual PAR on TEL is understood as the “automation of knowledge based processes”, i.e. it considers teaching for teaching and learning processes, and the knowledge should be processed as a parameter of the teaching process. In addition, this approach, must challenge not only to issues as how to solve didactics aspects but how to structure domain content, teaching processes and subprocesses as well, in order to make these processes better computerizable (despite the fact that these are not enough described, structured, or standardized). One should be always aware that any education system is based on transition and transfer of domain knowledge into the brain of students, thus, within teaching processes, and directed by a teacher. Moreover, in comparison with automation of dead technical systems, there is no guaranty whether student (individuals) will have understood a content of curriculum properly (although the automation “works”). Due to this complexity of automation, and support of cognitive processes respectively, the PAR research challenges to many terminological problems both from educational (see any didactic text book, e.g. [7,8]) or informatics point of view (it does not exist tailored Computer Science discipline).
2 Terminological Challenges of Research on TEL

The global or institutional challenges regarding a role of digital technology in supporting teaching processes are comprehensively described in [9]. The more detailed information on TEL as a research field can be found in [1] (EU ICT research policy), in [6,10] specific books, research reports of networks of excellences [11,12], as well in the published papers of authors of this paper [2-5], in which another appropriated literature is recommended (e.g. [13-16]). In this literature or in the contemporary scientific literature, it is often criticized that technology-driven approach dominates too much in state-of-the-art, which does not take enough in consideration didactic aspects of knowledge processing, and that teaching processes are related to mental processes of individuals (teachers, students, researchers), or knowledge workers in general. This results in fact that TEL research outcomes into educational practice are often considered for questionable.

For example, in [17] the TPACK framework (Technology, Pedagogy and Content Knowledge) is recommended as "a useful tool for the consideration of the interaction of technology with content and with pedagogy". This model should be helpful in overcoming "perceived barriers to the effective integration of ICT in teaching and learning environments".

In [18] a more education specific technological approach is required, because (i) "HE TEL/IT community has been just ineffective at delivering real improvements in education - some of the key reasons for this failure are embedded in the terminology itself", (ii) "people are transfixed by generic, off-the-shelf technology, developed by other people for other purposes - and the importance (even the possibility of education-specific technology is ignored", and (iii) "... European Commission, which has funded a series of large academic research projects into TEL, explicitly recognized that there was a general “absence of evidence” that the projects had achieved lasting impact". The conclusion is: “TEL is a poorly conceived acronym, a new approach is needed that focuses on ‘education-specific technologies’, and we should leave ‘TEL’ behind and talk instead about ‘education technology’.

The complexity of approaches to computer support of teaching can be also explained on another example from the University of Oxford. The course eLearning was recently renamed to Learning and Technology with this justification: "More recently, terms such as Technology Enhanced Learning and Educational Technologies have been popular, but the first is somewhat loaded in meaning, and the second too technology-focused" [19].

If one is a teacher, researcher - beginner, even expert, he may be confused about this existing terminological chaos in scientific literature. Moreover, this concerns surprisingly as well the term “knowledge”, despite the fact that teaching, or related cognitive and mental processes of humans are knowledge based. Thus, although the “knowledge” is an important interdisciplinary issue, and frequently used term, it has different meaning in different research fields. This has a negative impact on the practice because experts of fields as are education, knowledge management, psychology, philosophy, artificial intelligence, Semantic WEB, including teachers and students do not understand each other.

One could continue by discussing another terminological issues related to the data, information, knowledge, big data, linked data, and so on. However, this paper is not focused on the analyzing of complexity of terminology. This, was mentioned mainly due to a better understanding that any automation of teaching processes, which is based on the knowledge processing, requires researchers to
model an interdisciplinary acceptable abstraction of knowledge, or knowledge representation for the purpose of personalized computer support. If any practical abstraction was at the disposal - thus, the virtual knowledge unit in our case, it would enable to solve issues “how to support”, respectively “how to solve programmatically” the infinity of knowledge flow within the infinity of teaching processes and sequences of sub-processes that are daily performed by teachers (including any knowledge workers).

In this context, there is a certain analogy between the presented personalized automation based on knowledge processing (the focus is on building tools for helping teachers in their work rather than replacing them) and a vision of Nielsson’s “habile systems” within the field of Artificial Intelligence (he argues: “achieving real human-level artificial intelligence would necessarily imply that most of the tasks that humans perform for pay could be automated”) [20].

3 The Methodology of Automation of Teaching Process

Teachers, students, or humans in general, all need to work with knowledge in their natural language. This requires humans and computers to be able to read the same texts. In this view, the PAR on TEL resulted in the interdisciplinary acceptable formulation of knowledge and knowledge representation (the mentioned universal virtual knowledge unit), the developing in-house all-in-one software BIKE / WPad, and in implementation of a novel paradigm of batch knowledge processing, which enables teacher, or individuals to work out a large amount of information and knowledge, including the building up of supporting virtual space and the overall TEL system (the principles are described in [3]). This research can be characterized by the following issues and categories.

3.1 TEL tools

“all-in-one” database applications BIKE/WritingPad, BIKE 2/WPad, virtual learning environment /virtual learning space on university’s servers, communication channels (internet php/mysql-application), virtual application of technical calculations (for courses of study “Chemistry”, and “Background of environmental protection” -this is a php-solution generated by the BIKE), including various tutorials and tests.

Note: all-in-one means, that it works both as desktop, and internet application, and covers tens of areas of computer science.

3.2 Databases platforms and languages

FoxPro for Windows 2.6a, Visual FoxPro 9, MySQL, DB2 (IBM); foxpro, html, C++, php, SQL.

3.3 Research outcomes

Applications into teaching bachelors: a bulk-design of teaching and self-study materials; writing semester works; embedding teaching curriculum into communication channels for several courses of study; modelling of calculations, teaching tutorials and tests for PAR purposes; multi-language support; testing of audio technologies (TTS, Speech Recognition); personalized support of individual teachers; modelling of multi-medial support (resulted in an anti-plagiarism methodology); modelling of feedback and communication; modelling of methodology of teaching programming languages (a cooperation between WPad and source forge C++ application (http://www.bloodshed.net/dev/devcpp.html).

3.4 Computer Science and IT research areas (projects topic)

these are mentioned without a strictly classification: database technologies, programming languages, knowledge processing, knowledge repositories, knowledge management system, combined data-/ text-/
WEB-mining, virtual learning environments, learning analytics, soft computing, technology enhanced learning, blended learning, active learning, cooperative learning, e-learning. For example the BIKE 2 consist of around two thousands programming codes and hundreds of items of user menu (in other words the programming code was written in the way that they cover useful functions or elements of the above mentioned research areas. Therefore, it works as the personalized all-in-one software).

3.5 Methodology pillars

- The modelling unification of content, teaching processes, and didactic approaches (communication for a feedback teacher-students) to be computerizable.
- The modelling automation of informatics processes, which are performed by teachers and students on desktop computers, faculty’s cloud and servers.
- The design of set of applications, which integrate these modelled humans and computer activities, and enhance teaching processes in classrooms, including self-study.
- The strategic approach that the computer support of teaching processes is basically the automation of these processes based on knowledge (flow) processing, which is controlled by the teacher, and performed in the natural language.
- The teacher (to be sustainable) needs the complex supporting system that enlarged his social memory, and skills related to his mental (cognitive) processes, thus, the computer works as teacher’s partner, “mind-ware”, or “external virtual chip”.

This approach illustrated schematically the Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Schema of automation of teaching processes (knowledge flow processing)](image)

4 The examples of Applications in Teaching Bachelors

To model the content and processes, the writing semester works resulted to be ideal. For this purpose, the BIKE (WPad) cooperates with the browser OPERA (version 9.27), which has two browser-specific features “Notes” and “Sessions”. These enabled students (individuals) (i) to open many windows in one step including scrolling between them, (ii) to mark with mouse a text on the computer screen, and save it as the Notes (*.adr file), (iii) to save many open windows with the surfed internet pages into the

URL: [http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tmlai.25.568](http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tmlai.25.568)
Session (*.win file). The functions Notes and Sessions work as retrieving tools “for dummies”, i.e. enabled students - also with very low informatics skills, to create and catalog own libraries consisting of the visited WEB-pages, and teacher to collect the *.adr and *.win files from computers in the classroom into one cooperative study material, including possibility sending these files via e-mail.

This was used for training of multilingual retrievals when writing semester works (a simulation of working with literature), because the WPad (installed on computers in the classrooms) has in the user menu item for batch internet retrieving. This means, that students clicked on the item and simply wrote some keywords within WPad (or via using F5-key). After some seconds OPERA opened a set of windows with search results, which were made up by Google, Bing, Yahoo and IxQuick search engines. Activities are commented on communication channels (php/mysql application), which can be used for teacher’s instructions, information exchange or also for uploading/downloading files to/from the faculty’s server. These activities illustrate Figures 2-4.

---

**Figure 2:** Screenshots of the batch internet retrieving (left: keywords, right: search engine results into OPERA)

---

**Figure 3:** Screenshot of the communication channel with teacher’s instructions and information exchange (e.g. after clicking on the [2014]), students see the study materials, which they constructed via the shared internet retrieving.

---

**Figure 4:** Screenshot of html-file with collected opinions of students related to effectiveness of OPERA
Figure 5 illustrates a schema of modelling learning analytics issues in the classroom with computers. There were indicated and analyzed: (i) log-files from internet domain, (ii) communication channels (faculty’s server), (iii) off-line desktop computers (records in WPad, and evidence files). This process enable teacher to model an interlinking of learning analytics directly with the curriculum and tacit knowledge of students because WPad-tables consist of a set of linked virtual knowledge units.

5 The examples of teacher’s activities support

The computer support of teacher’s activities consist of two levels

- The automation of common activities within the teaching process - this means, that the teacher selects appropriated items from the user menu of BIKE/WPad, performs batch knowledge processing paradigm, and utilizes the TEL system with libraries, study materials, tutorials, informatics tools.

- For sophisticated applications – this requires (i) modelling teaching processes, (ii) modelling informatics processes, and (iii) writing programming codes for database applications.

The modelling teaching processes basically means, that any teaching process must be analyzed for sequences of processes steps (to be more certain, structured, and computerizable).

The modelling informatics processes means, that teacher’s activities running on the computer must be also investigated in the view of repeatability of steps and a need to solve adaptability of BIKE/WPad with Windows, browsers or existing software and hardware. This is a basis for writing sequences of programming codes, something like triggers when using relational databases.

The writing programming codes for database applications represents the core of automation of teaching processes. Because if the teacher defines steps of any teacher process, i.e. his structure and has at his disposal a portfolio of programming tools, then he can start with semi-automatic and automatic activities, writing a set programming codes and testing within teaching. Maybe one of the most important issue is to divide activities on default activities an optional activities. Just here is the added value of human factor, i.e. the synergic effect of personalized computer support is achieved by the cooperation between teacher
and computer, and this is based on the fact that teacher knows preferably what he needs to solve within his teaching, how often, at what time, to what extent, how fast, how often, etc. If the computer support was based on dominancy of machine – driven approach (a standard approach for Artificial Intelligence), these priorities does not know to formulate any machine. In addition, in the state of the art specific machine readable schemas and tailored languages are prevailing for knowledge processing. As was mentioned above, the needed effect is achieved in our case by natural language and that the knowledge abstraction enable both humans and machines to read the knowledge. Thus, then the knowledge can be processed within the teaching process through a synergic interoperability between teacher and computer in automatic or semi-automatic way. However, the more detailed description is beyond this paper, and it is still a question of the next progress because the PAR on TEL is based on implementing applications in the practice firstly. The next step is a back-analyze, “way it works”, or “what fields of Computer Sciences cover the solution”, or “what type of organizational form of learning is solved up”.

Figures 6–7 illustrate the automation of common teacher’s activities.

**Figures 6–7 illustrate the automation of common teacher’s activities.**

![Figure 6: Screenshot of solving bilingual navigation via WEB-mining from the European database Marketplace](image)

![Figure 7: Screenshot of final output from national database of founded projects (the aim was to found data and how many faculty’s projects were founded during previous years from thousands of accepted projects)](image)

Figures 8–11 illustrate solving the more sophisticated applications – the modelling creation of personal bilingual corpora, as a set of screenshot captured within working out of the European Parliament Proceedings Parallel Corpus 1996–2011. The aim was to extract any text that is affected to bilateral relations Hungarian/Romania-Slovakia, and to test automated translation of one selected sentence into 24 European languages by using Google translator.
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Figure 8: Screenshot of BIKE – work environment with 1,281,430 sentences of the Corpus (English sentences)

Figure 9: Screenshot of BIKE – work environment with 1,281,430 sentences of the Corpus (Slovak sentences)

Figure 10: Screenshot of query obtaining by processing with BIKE – it was found 1093 appropriated sentences


For a detailed description of this corpus, please read:


Please cite the paper, if you use this corpus in your work. See also the extended (but earlier) version of the report (es, pdf).

Figure 11: Screenshot of browsing within the query in html - format

URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tmlai.25.568
Conclusion

In this paper, the overall approach and methodology of automation of teaching processes based on knowledge processing was presented. The practice of the participatory action research on technology-enhanced learning showed that it is not crucial whether the computer support is focused on a certain organizational form of teaching, or a field of Computer Science, because this resulted mostly to the indirect mono-purpose support or technology-specific solutions within state-of-the-art. For educational practice, it is more important to accept teaching processes as knowledge based, and the computer support understand as an issue of automation of these processes where the knowledge is a basic parameter of the process. In this content, the paper has presented basic pillars of automation of teaching processes developed within the research on TEL, especially (i) an universal knowledge representation in the form of virtual knowledge unit (as the knowledge abstraction of real world), and (ii) in-house developed software BIKE (it runs only on the author’s computer) / WPad (a standalone platform for knowledge processing and exchange on desktop computers or clouds), for performing (iii) the batch knowledge processing paradigm, which enables individuals to process “big” educational data. The paper further emphasized a need of modification and unification of teaching content and processes, in parallel with informatics processes running on computers in order to create applications, which are needed for supporting a set of teacher’s job activities and processes. This was illustrated on the several examples of applications implemented in engineering teaching bachelor’s students. Because the described approach resulted into a vision of “human centered computer intelligence”, the actual research activities are focused as well on the modelling creativity support of individuals (solutions when writing English papers, text of songs, or multilingual issues in the field of Human Technology Languages-e.g. a PanEULangNet-project was proposed in the ICT 17 call of Horizon 2020 in this year).
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